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Dedicated to everyone who supports and believes in me. And a special thanks to Phil Tyrrell for 
being my first aid during my hard university final year.





Human sexuality is the way people experience and express themselves sexually, what makes us unique, the 
unlimitedly complex and diverse ways that we seek to satisfy our sexual desires. According to Professor 
Anil Aggrawal in Forensic and Medico-legal Aspects of Sexual Crimes and Unusual Sexual Practices, there 
are 547 different paraphilias which he noted that ‘’like allergies, sexual arousal may occur from anything’’ 
Paraphilias are known as abnormal sexual behaviours or impulses characterized by intense and recurring 
sexual fantasies or urges. 

Gabriel García Márquez, Colombian novelist, mentions that "we all have three lives: a public life, a private 
life and a secret life", of which the latter, paradoxically and agree with Dr Kate Lister, is the most honest, 
and at the same time forced to be secret due to the social system that we have imposed, which makes our 
secret life incompatible with the public and private. To control this secret part of ourselves, we turned sex 
into a moral issue, developing complex social structures to regulate our urges, turning sex into a taboo 
topic.

This book is my attempt to break the label of sexuality as a taboo topic and give visibility to that secret life 
using the term forniphilia. Forniphilia is a kind of paraphilia, also named as human furniture is a form of 
harsh bondage and sexual objectification in which a person’s body is incorporated into a piece of furniture 
and expected to stay immobile for an indefinite time.





Forniphilia: the art of human furniture 

forni- f. Old French furnir f. 
Roman, fornire; to furnish -philia f. 
Greek philos; love of, fondness for

-philia 

word-forming element meaning "friendship, fondness, tendency toward," and in recent use "abnormal attrac-
tion to," from Greek philia "affection," from philos "loving," which is of uncertain origin. Related: -philic.

Furniture

the movable articles that are used to make a room or building suitable for living or working in, such as tables, 
chairs, or desks.

The term was originally coined by Jeff Gord. Forniphilia, also known as human furniture is a form of bondage 
and sexual objectification in which a person's body is incorporated into a piece of furniture. It is an extreme 
form of bondage because the subject usually is tightly bound and expected to stay immobile for a prolonged 
period of time. However, also can be performed very simply without any ties or restraints.
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